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Videodiscs and inquiry-learning computer vanced degrees in horticulture may not be
courses are well-adapted to the visual world available, are another example where a teacher
of horticulture. Videodiscs look like com- would benefit by having videodiscs and inpact audio discs, but contain audio and vis- quiry-learning software available to suppleual images. The visual images can be ment traditional lectures and laboratories.
individual slides or video tape segments. The
THE PROBLEMS
images can be displayed on a video monitor
as still frames or as video series with almost
The exposure of three generations of stuinstantaneous display of any of 55,000 im- dents to first movies and television, then vidages, with or without audio. Each of the eotapes and now to videodiscs, challenges
55,000 images can be linked by computer teachers to go beyond the traditional lecture
software and displayed at any time for an format classroom teaching methods (Soloinquiry-learning, self-paced course.
mon, 1983). Today, some students expect
Inquiry learning is an educational process learning to be entertaining as well as informby which students are encouraged to interact ative.
to a series of questions and guided prompts
Large classes and specialized subject matfrom text, audio, and visual information on ter bring together students with great differa computer and videodiscs. Discovery learn- ences in basic knowledge, learning speed,
ing focuses more on stimulating students to interest, and response to teaching methods.
search beyond the guided instructions to ac- Guskey and Easton (1988) believe that recess information outside the lesson plan, skip quired introductory courses with large enover or rearrange the order of inquiry, or rollments of heterogeneous students are the
search for details that are not part of the course most difficult to teach.
requirement. Inquiry and discovery learning
The increasing cost of education has made
can be accomplished without the direct su- it more difficult for adults who need addipervision of a teacher.
tional training or retraining to attend a branch
Variations in appearance of plants at var- campus or travel to a main university camious stages of growth and among the same pus, the only location where many courses
taxa grown with different environments makes are offered. Greater opportunities are needed
the use of live plant material very valuable for students to reenter educational instituin teaching horticulture, especially plant tions for updating and retraining, using curidentification and taxonomy. However, the riculum material that is tailored to an
range of live plants is limited by available individual’s needs and pace and that upspace and funds. Consequently, many courses grades occupational knowledge and skills.
are taught with slides, especially when offered as distance education or continuing ed- What wc propose to do about the
ucation courses. The number of slides, thus problems
the number of views of each taxon that can
We propose the use of a network of satbe shown in a given period, and the number ellite telecommunication systems, videoof comparisons that can be made among var- tapes, videodiscs, traveling lecturers, county
ious taxa, often is limited. The constraints extension specialists, and on-site coordinaof having live plant material available in sea- tors to provide a more cost-effective and
son, limited time in lecture or laboratory to efficient delivery system of required inshow slides, and limited comparisons of im- troductory courses. The expected audience
ages per taxon are reduced by the use of will be associate and baccalaureate degree
inquiry learning using videodiscs and com- students at community colleges and at satputers.
ellite campuses and adults (continuing eduIntroductory courses in horticulture, which cation), with or without degrees, seeking
need to be taught at community colleges or retraining or first degrees.
branch campuses where faculty with adThe basic concept is to use content experts
residing at the main university campus more
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UP campus. Videotapes and videodiscs would
be set up as computer-based, inquiry-learning lessons for self-paced instruction in
learning centers at each CW campus and in
county extension offices. Traveling lecturers
would train on-site coordinators who would
advise students, monitor learning progress,
proctor exams, and help organize field trips
with the assistance of local businessmen and
county extension personnel. Content experts
at the main campus would work with media
specialists from the Division of Instructional
Services in structuring lessons for satellite
telecommunications and for interactive computer videodisc delivery systems. Extension
staff, master gardeners, and commercial personnel could provide workshops and field
trips as supplements to the satellite and inquiry course material.
A pilot study will be developed using a
series of horticulture courses. Horticulture
has a wide appeal to the general public. It
provides ties with our basic concerns for health
and nutrition, conservation of natural resources and environmental protection, as well
as enhancing the quality of life through the
visual arts of landscaping and flower arranging. Gardening is one of the top leisure-hour
pastimes.
Unique characteristics of videodiscs. Some
unique characteristics of interactive videodiscs that make them a promising medium
for teaching are:
a) They provide many presentation forms
(i.e., rich visuals and audio sequences,
graphics, and overlay graphics) (Bunderson,
1980; Cohen, 1984).
b) Interactive discovery or inquiry requires user participation and control and enhances learning, problem-solving, and
decision-making skills. Learners can control
their own learning sequence, content, forms
of representation, speed of presentation (slow
motion, fast motion, or still frames), and
overall pace (Merrill, 1980; Mellin, 1987).
c) They provide immediate and appropriate feedback and reinforcement because material can be presented according to the needs
and ability level of individual learners. Management and record-keeping capabilities of
the system allow for cumulative records to
be kept, which encourages individualization
(O’Shea and Self, 1983).
d) In addition to vast storage capacity, videodiscs provide multiple ways of accessing
information, including opportunities for repetitious practice, multiple examples, different problem types, and simulated experiences
(Gindele and Gindele, 1984; Smith and Jones,
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1986; Hannaway et al., 1988).
e) Videodiscs can add interest, and stimulate enthusiasm and motivation due to the
intrinsic appeal of visual images, stimulations, feedback, individualized instruction, and games (Malone, 1981; Russell et
al., 1985).
Behavioral and cognitive learning and videodisc utility. With the aid of videodiscs,
learners may conveniently: a) Observe and
review demonstrations, procedures, or operations through the use of videotaped sequences taken at commercial businesses; b)
Execute otherwise hazardous procedures and
operations through guided responses, games,
and simulations; c) Memorize and practice
recall in response to photographs, graphics,
or line drawings; d) Apply concepts, principles, and procedures to visual examples;
e) Classify visual presentations according to
categories (plant families); f) Compare
drawings and photographs with verbal descriptions and with live plants; and g) Diagnose problems, malfunction or disease, and
propose remedies using expert and artificial
intelligence systems.
Advantages of interactive video instruction. The more participating and self-paced
learning environment offered by interactive
videodisc instruction should provide not only
a quantitatively, but also a qualitatively, different kind of learning experience (Bunderson et al., 1984). This type of learning
experience assumes that education involves
more than just sorting and storing facts, replacing it with the assumption that “educated people are really problem solvers and
decision makers, capable of handling whatif assumptions, complex models and variable
outcomes” (Emmett, 1984, p. 62).
In discovery learning, visual images have
a very different function than when used as
a part of a traditional lecture. Pictures typically are the initial means by which learners
inductively explore and extrapolate for
themselves the answers to their questions,
reasoning and testing from the particular to
the general. A good illustration of this process
was demonstrated in the videodisc lesson
“How Does Light Affect Plants” (Mellin,
1987). Videodisc systems have the potential
capacity to enhance the design of both expository and discovery-learning strategies. It
is possible to provide learners with immediate access to an abundant choice of visual
material for illustrative purposes or for inductive analysis (Young and Tosti, 1981).
The range of visual material can include
photocollections of scientific specimens;
historical documents; maps; film or videotapes of natural processes, disasters, and accidents; interpersonal interaction; and
historical events. The engineering videodisc
lesson on why the Tacoma Bridge collapsed
is another good example of guided discovery
learning (Fuller et al., 1982). Interactive video
provides several unique advantages for postsecondary or continuing education material
offered by the cooperative extension service
(Kay and Tate, 1986). Those identified by
Deter (unpublished data) include: a) Costeffective delivery; b) Extending the special386

ist’s outreach ability; c) Potential for increasing the number of clientele served; d)
Delivery of expertise to locations currently
out of reach; e) Maintain and increase program delivery in times of limited resources;
f) Provide information delivery at times and
places not currently served; g) Increase the
rate of knowledge retention; h) Obtain statistics on student’s needs through the use of
built-in evaluations; and i) Permits teachers
to focus more clearly on being managers of
learners.
Bunderson et al. (1984) found greater
learning gains for students exposed to videodisc than for those taught by a traditional
method. Bunderson et al. (1984) and Clark
(1984) observed that the total time in instruction for videodisc students was reduced by
25% or more when compared to traditional
educational methods. In addition, Bunderson
found that outside study time for students
learning from videodiscs decreased by 41%
when compared with a classroom group.
When students complete the course requirements in less than the allotted term or semester time, they can be encouraged to
explore suggested information in greater depth
for extra credit or begin another course.
Most people can learn any subject matter
and develop skills when given enough time
and can use repetition to learn more difficult
or complex material (Weiss, 1986, Wollenberg et al., 1985). It is expensive to provide
this type of individualized instruction using
teachers with advanced degrees. Paraprofessionals and master gardeners can guide students in using combinations of commercial
businesses, botanic gardens and other local
resources, while using an inquiry learning,
videodisc course to learn the basics.
Disadvantages of interactive videodisc instruction. There have been two major obstacles to the use of videodisc technology in
education. The first is cost, but this is dropping rapidly. A good interactive videodisc
learning station will cost about $2500 to
$3000, but should drop to about $1000 in a
few years. The second is acceptance by students, teachers, and administrators. Self-paced
or individualized learning systems are seen
by many teachers as a threat to their traditional role in the classroom (Ebner et al.,
1984).
Young children (ages 9–12) appear to adapt
quicker to learner-controlled instruction than
adult learners (Cushall et al., 1987). Nevertheless, self-paced, self-controlled interactive material has enhanced achievement and
satisfaction for adult learners (Merrill, 1980).
Generally, some learners prefer and some do
not prefer having control over their learning
process and need training to break life-long
patterns of being told what to learn and the
pace at which they should learn (Milheim
and Azbell, 1988).
Course design. Developing a videodisc
presentation is most effectively accomplished by a team. Team members assume
roles depending on their expertise. The best
productions include active participation from
the learner (Kearsley and Frost, 1985).
Therefore, careful planning and design is es-

sential in developing effective programs.
Because designing interactive video lessons is relatively new, educators must use
sound learning principles in computer-based
instruction (Bunderson, 1980; Caldwell,
1980; Gagne et al., 1981; O’Shea and Self,
1983; Smith and Boyce, 1984). As research
information on computer-based interactive
video becomes available, more concrete
guidelines, which may be inherently different from present computer-based instruction,
will be established.
Hardware. There are two basic formats
for transferring slides, videotape, and audio
to discs. University instructional media specialists can transfer slides and videotape clips
to 16-mm film, then create a 1-inch helical
master tape. The helical master can then be
sent to a company for transfer to laser disc
or to a company for transfer to an optical
disc. Today, master 20-cm compact laser discs
costs about $1500, while optical discs cost
about $1650. Some companies will transfer
all media directly to a master optical disc
using their own processes. The laser disc is
a one-time “write only” process; additions
cannot be made later. Slide video segments
can be added later to optical discs. Laser
discs may be less expensive, depending on
the university’s policy of charging for instructional services time and facilities, but
the author loses control of his/her original
material while the company makes the disc.
The hardware to operate the videodisc
usually consists of a laser disc player, a television monitor, and a microcomputer
(Schwartz, 1987). The videodisc looks like
a phonograph record. A 30.5-cm disc can
store about 55,000 slides or visual frames,
556 five-hundred-page textbooks or 5400 still
frames plus 43 hr of sound. Cost of this
equipment has been reduced, but prices generally go hand-in-hand with quality and features, and range from $1500-$7500 (Sales
et al., 1986). The durability of the configured hardware enables the videodisc lesson
to be presented in many different locations.
Several manufacturers are producing single
units that include all the hardware in one
convenient package.
Compact Video Disc (CVD) is an analog/
digital hybrid capable of delivering interactive mixed-media. It is a true multi-media
format, using an improved encoding format
to store video, audio, and digital on the same
CD-size disc. It substantially increases the
amount of information, both digital and analog, that can be stored on an optical disc:
● 18,000 individually addressable video
frames can be contained in the constant
angular velocity (CAV), fully interactive mode (l-see access time)
● 18 min of full-screen motion video is
supported in the continuous play constant linear velocity (CLV) mode; or
● 10 min of fully interactive CAV video,
which permits still frames, fast motion,
and slow motion without recourse to
frame buffers
● Holds a gigabyte of data when used
purely as a data disc
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